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Many attempts have been made to collext cosmic dusts on 
the Barth. They have been collected from upper atmoepher, 
snow on the high mountain, large volume air a% the islana 
far away from the continent and deep sea sediment, One of the 
effective method to extract the cosmic materials from enormous 
terrestrial contaminations is to examine their appearances. 
Almost all shinny black and spherical magnetic particles in 
the deep sea sediment have been confirmed to be the extraterr- 
estrial materials. Some of these spherules should be the 
ablation debris of a meteor' or micrometeorite entering into 
the upper atmsephere. In order to estimate a original 
composition of these spherules, ablation process must be 
studied, Blanchard et al. have systematically atudied an 
ablation process of meteorite and they have established the 
criteria for identification of ablation deblis. 

The ablation simulation experiment was performed in a 
small electric crucible pleced in a vacuum veesel, Temperature 
was controlled by heater current and measured by infrared spot 
uhotometer. The crucible was made of boron nitride. The 
sample in the crucible was heated up to the meltin point. 
Melting was confirmed by eye through window on the vacuum 
vessel. The temperature can be rised 15OC/min and 1700C max. 
Melting point was about 1550C and after melting, temperature 
of the crucible wae keep at 1570C for several minute. From 
the melted iron meteorite, element8 were gradually evaporated, 
then the weight of it was decreased. Percent residual fraction 
(RF) was defined as a ratio of the weight of the residual 
materials recoveredfrom the crucible to its original weight. 
The samples of different R P  value were made by changing the 
melting time, The melted samples of several mg were examined 
by neutron activation analysis. After neutron iradiation in 
the TRIGA I1 reacter, gamma ray emitted from Ge Cs,Ni,Ga,As, 
Ir and Au were measured by low background ~e(~i.1 detector. 

The smples used for this experiment was one of the frag- 
ment of Henbury iron meteorite. This fragment, 27.6g in weight 
was slised in thin section and cut into small pieces about 
10 mg in weight. The uniformity of this small fragment of 
meteorite was checked by INAA on several pieces of this samples 
cut out from differnt part of this Henbury meteorite. 

Detemination of the depletion of manganese by ablation 
process is interesting problem. Mn-53 ( T  1/2=3.836 y) is the 
cosmic ray induced nuclide which serve as the proof of extra- 
terrestrial matter and also used for the clock to know the 
cosmic ray irradiation time. To know the evaporation quantity 
of Mn. the samples were first irradiated in the reacter and 
then Mn-54 were made in it. Then it was melted in crusible 
and the gamma ray from Nn-54 was measured. 

Fig.1 shows the change of abundances of each element 
with the RF value. 
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Pig. 1 dvaporation of each element from the 

melted Henbury meteorite. Abundance 
of each element is normarised to the 

iron abundance. 
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